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By V. L. McDermid

HarperCollins Publishers, United Kingdom, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Hostage to Murder, the long-awaited sixth Lindsay Gordon mystery, is a lightning-
paced story spliced with crackling action and an intense emotional dimension. Spraining an ankle is
rarely a stroke of luck, but for Lindsay Gordon, jobless in Glasgow, the injury is her introduction to
young freelance journalist Rory McLaren and the opening of a new chapter in her life. Rory s
invitation to work alongside her in her booth at the Cafe Virginia is irresistible. From there it is just a
short step to political corruption and other juicy stories - all welcome distractions from Lindsay s
problems at home, where her long-term lover Sophie has decided to heed the ticking of her
biological clock and get pregnant. But when a local car-dealer s stepson is kidnapped, Lindsay and
Rory are invited to trade journalism for detection. The trail leads them to St Petersburg and a
dangerous snatch-back operation. It s a journey that brings a whole new dimension of risk into
Lindsay s life. Back in Glasgow, it becomes clear that Lindsay and Rory have stumbled into a bigger,
more violent piece of business than...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. This really is for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth looking at. Your daily life period
will likely be change when you complete reading this publication.
-- V er onica  Ha uck DV M-- V er onica  Ha uck DV M

Very beneficial to all of category of folks. We have read through and i am sure that i will going to read once again once again in the future. Your daily life
span will probably be change when you full reading this pdf.
-- Am elia  Roob DDS-- Am elia  Roob DDS
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